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Abstract

A software platform for providing grid computing on a network of computing nodes, comprising a configurable service container executable at the nodes, including message dispatching, communication, network membership and persistence modules, and adapted to host pluggable service modules. When executed at the nodes at least one instance of the container includes a membership service module for maintaining network connectivity between the nodes, at least one instance of the container includes a scheduler service module configured to receive one or more tasks from a client and schedule the tasks on at least one of the nodes, and at least one instance of the container includes an executor service module for receiving one or more tasks from the scheduler service module, executing the tasks so received and returning at least one result to the scheduler service module.
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SOFTWARE PLATFORM AND SYSTEM FOR
GRID COMPUTING

RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application is based on and claims the benefit
of the filing date of AU application no. 2007906168 filed 9
Nov. 2007, the content of which as filed is incorporated herein
by reference in its entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to a software platform
and system for grid computing (such as at the enterprise
level), of particular but by no means exclusive application in
business and science.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Grid computing systems harness distributed
resources such as computers, storage devices, databases and
sensors connected over a network (such as the Internet) to
accelerate application performance. Within an enterprise,
grids allow an organisation to improve the utilization of its IT
resources, by allowing the use of otherwise unused capacity
of IT systems for personal computers (PCs) for compu-
tational tasks without affecting productivity of their normal
users. There are, however, a number of difficulties in realising
such systems, including resource management, failure man-
gement, reliability, application programming and compo-
station, scheduling and security [1].

[0004] A number of systems of this kind have been pro-
posed, including the @Home projects (SETI@Home [2] and
Folding@Home [3]), Condor [4], Entropia [1], XtremWeb
[5], Alchemi [6] and SZTAKI Desktop Grid [7] (trade
marks).

The approach adopted by SETI@Home is to dispatch workloads—comprising data requiring analysis—from a central server to many, and potentially millions, of clients running on PCs around the world, specifically—in the case of SETI@Home—for processing astronomical data.

Entropia [1] and United Devices [10] create a Wind-
dows (trade mark) desktop grid environment in which a central job manager is responsible for decomposing jobs and distributing them to the desktop clients. XtremWeb [5] also provides a centralized architecture, consisting of three enti-
ties (viz. coordinator, worker and clients) to create a Xtrem-
Web network. Clients submit tasks to the coordinator, along
with binaries and optional parameter files, and retrieve the
results for the end user. The workers are the software compo-
nents that actually execute and compute the tasks. Alchemi
[6] comprises a framework based on Microsoft .NET (trade
mark), and also follows a master-slave architecture consisting of
managers and executors; the managers can either connect to
the executors or other managers to create a hierarchical
network structure. The executors can run in either a dedicated
or a non-dedicated mode. Alchemi provides an object-ori-
tented threading API and file-based grid job model to create
grid applications over various desktop PCs. However, Alchemi is limited to a master-slave architecture, and lacked the flexibility for efficiently implementing other parallel-programming models, such as message-passing and dataflow.

[0006] Entropia [1], United Devices [10], XtremWeb [5]
and Alchemi [6] can be categorized as second generation
desktop grids. They are built with a rigid architecture with
little or no modularity and extensibility. Their components,
such as job scheduler, data management and communication
protocols, are built for a specific distributed programming
model. These generally follow a master-slave model wherein
the “slaves” (the execution nodes) communicate with a cen-
tral master node. The major problems with this approach are
time, latency and performance bottlenecks, a single point of
vulnerability in the system, and high cost of the centralised
server. In addition, this approach lacks the capabilities
required for advanced applications that involve complex
dependencies between parallel execution units, and the flexi-
bility required for implementing various types of widely-
employed parallel and distributed computing models such as
message-passing and dataflow.

[0007] More recently, the Web Services Resource Frame-
work (WSRF) [15] has been adopted by some as a standard.
In WSRF, the different functionalities offered by a grid
resource are made available through loosely-coupled, stateful
service instances hosted in a Web-enabled container that
provides a basic infrastructure.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] In a first broad aspect, the invention provides a soft-
ware platform for providing grid computing on a network of
computing nodes in mutual data communication, comprising:

[0009] a configurable service container executable at the
nodes, the container comprising message dispatching,
communication, network membership and persistence
modules, and being adapted to host pluggable service
modules;

[0010] wherein when executed at the nodes at least one
instance of the container includes a membership service
module for maintaining network connectivity between
the nodes, at least one instance of the container includes
a scheduler service module configured to receive one or
more tasks (directly or indirectly) from a client and
schedule the tasks on at least one of the nodes, and at
least one instance of the container includes an excutor
service module for receiving one or more tasks from the
scheduler service module, executing the tasks so
received and returning at least one result to the scheduler
service module.

[0011] In some embodiments, the service modules are
adapted to support a selected parallel programming model
(such as a message-passing or a dataflow model) or a selected
distributed programming model (such as a master-slave
model), or a programming model that can provide both par-
allel and distributed processing.

[0012] Indeed, in some embodiments, the service modules
are adapted to support a plurality of programming models,
whether parallel, distributed, both parallel and distributed, or
a mixture of two or more of these.

[0013] Thus, the container allows the realisation of a vari-
ety of parallel and distributed programming models using the
same infrastructure on the same network of nodes by the use
of pluggable service modules tailored to specific models.

[0014] In certain embodiments, the container includes
security and logging modules.
In one embodiment, at least one instance of the container includes more than one of the membership service module, the scheduler module and the executor module.

In certain embodiments, when executed at the nodes a plurality of instances of the container include an executor module for executing tasks.

Each node generally comprises a computing device, such as a personal computer, but a single computing device may comprise multiple nodes, such as where the computing device has multiple processors or multiple processor cores. Thus, in one embodiment, a plurality of the computing nodes are executed on respective processor cores of a single processor.

In one embodiment, services provided by the modules and the container are mutually independent.

Thus, the capabilities required for different services are separated from the message dispatching module, so that the platform is able to support different configurations as required.

In a second broad aspect, the invention provides a grid of computing nodes in mutual data communication, each of the nodes comprising:

- a configurable service container executed at the respective node, including message dispatching, communication, network membership and persistence modules, and adapted to host pluggable service modules;
- wherein at least one of the containers includes a membership service module for maintaining network connectivity between the nodes, at least one of the containers includes a scheduler service module configured to receive a message from a client and schedule the tasks on at least one of the nodes, and at least one of the containers includes an executor service module for executing the tasks received and returning at least one result to the scheduler service module.

Each node generally comprises a computing device, such as a personal computer, but a single computing device may comprise multiple nodes, such as where the computing device has multiple processors or multiple processor cores.

In some embodiments, the method includes adapting the service modules to support a selected programming model (which may be parallel, distributed or both), and executing the selected programming model. In other embodiments, the method includes adapting the service modules to support a plurality of programming models and executing the programming models.

In a third broad aspect, the invention provides a grid computing method for providing grid computing on a network of computing nodes in mutual data communication, comprising:

- executing a configurable service container at the nodes, the container comprising message dispatching, communication, network membership and persistence modules, and being adapted to host pluggable service modules;
- maintaining network connectivity between the nodes with a membership service module of at least one instance of the container;
- receiving one or more tasks from a client and scheduling the tasks on at least one of the nodes with a scheduler service module of at least one instance of the container, and

receiving one or more tasks from the scheduler service module, executing the tasks so received and returning at least one result to the scheduler service module with an executor service module of at least one instance of the container.

The method may include adapting the service modules to support a selected programming model, and executing the selected programming model.

The method may include adapting the service modules to support a plurality of programming models and executing the programming models.

The method may include adapting the service modules to support at least one parallel programming model and at least one distributed programming model.

In one embodiment, a plurality of the computing nodes comprise respective processor cores of a single processor.

The method may comprise checking availability of a computation resource on the nodes with an allocation manager service in response to a negotiation (conducted, for example, via a negotiation web service) for the computation resource and reserving the computation resource with the allocation manager service if the negotiation succeeds.

The method may comprise providing a MapReduce programming model, such as adapted for a .NET platform.

In a fourth broad aspect, the invention provides a grid computing method for performing grid computing on a network of computing nodes in mutual data communication, comprising:

- executing on each of the nodes a configurable service container executed at the respective node, including message dispatching, communication, network membership and persistence modules, and adapted to host pluggable service modules;
- wherein at least one of the containers includes a membership service module for maintaining network connectivity between the nodes, at least one of the containers includes a scheduler service module configured to receive one or more tasks from a client and schedule the tasks on at least one of the nodes, and at least one of the containers includes an executor service module for executing the tasks so received and returning at least one result to the scheduler service module.

In another broad aspect, the invention provides a runtime MapReduce system deployed in an enterprise grid environment with the software platform described above.

In another broad aspect, the invention provides a parameter sweep programming model supported by the software platform described above.

In another broad aspect, the invention provides a design explorer operable to design an application, create an application template corresponding to the application, and submit the application to the software platform described above, wherein the template is adapted to be parsable by a client manager of the platform and to prompt the client manager to generate one or more grid tasks for execution within the software platform.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

In order that the invention may be more clearly ascertained, embodiments will now be described, by way of example, with reference to the accompanying drawing, in which:
FIG. 1 is a schematic view of a lightweight, service-oriented, enterprise grid computing platform executed in a network, shown with a client computer;

FIG. 2A is a more detailed schematic view of an instance of the configurable container of the grid computing platform of FIG. 1;

FIG. 2B is a schematic view comparable to FIG. 2A, showing a variant of the instance of the configurable container shown in FIG. 2A;

FIG. 3 is a schematic view of a network according to another embodiment of the present invention in which different types of nodes are configured to create a network in which each node works as a peer;

FIG. 4 presents linear-log plots of the results of measurements of the effect of number of services on startup time according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 5 presents plots of the results of measurements of the effect of message size on throughput according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 6 presents the plots of the results of measurements of the effect of number of clients on response time according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 7 presents the plots of the results of measurements of execution time as a function of the number of nodes in protein sequence analysis according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 8 presents the results of measurements of speedup factor and network overhead as functions of number of workers in matrix multiplication according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 9 illustrates the alternating offers-based method for Service Level Agreement (SLA) negotiation according to a further embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 10 is a schematic view of a negotiation state machine according to another embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 11 is a schematic view of the architecture for resource reservation in the enterprise grid computing platform of FIG. 1;

FIG. 12 is a schematic view of control flow for a successful resource reservation in the embodiment of FIG. 9;

FIG. 13 is a plot of the distribution of accepted and rejected requests against deadline urgency from an experimental evaluation of the embodiment of FIG. 9 that involved 138 advance reservation requests arriving at the Reservation Manager of the platform of FIG. 1 in the space of 4 hours;

FIG. 14 is a plot of the distribution of accept and reject decisions according to delay in reservation start time from the experimental evaluation of the embodiment of FIG. 9;

FIG. 15 shows the average number of negotiation rounds taken to obtain a result for requests with different deadlines from the experimental evaluation of the embodiment of FIG. 9;

FIG. 16 is a schematic illustration of the architecture of an implementation of MapReduce for the .NET platform, referred to herein as MapReduce.NET, according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 17 is a schematic illustration of overall flow of execution of MapReduce computation in .NET environments according to the embodiment of FIG. 16;

FIG. 18 is a schematic illustration of a normal configuration of MapReduce.NET of FIG. 16 with the platform of FIG. 1;

FIG. 19 is a schematic illustration of memory management in MapReduce.NET of FIG. 16;

FIGS. 20A and 20B illustrate experimentally obtained overheaddecouple from executing Sort and Word Count applications respectively with MapReduce.NET of FIG. 16;

FIGS. 21A and 21B illustrate experimentally obtained cache impacts of MapReduce.NET of FIG. 16 from executing Sort and Word Count applications respectively;

FIGS. 22A and 22B illustrate the results of the experimental overhead comparison of Hadoop and MapReduce.NET of FIG. 16;

FIGS. 23A and 23B illustrate the results of a scalable experiment of Word Count with MapReduce.NET of FIG. 16 and

FIGS. 24A and 24B illustrate the results of a scalable experiment of Distributed Sort with MapReduce.NET of FIG. 16.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Referring to FIG. 1, according to an embodiment of the present invention, there is provided a lightweight, service-oriented, enterprise grid computing platform executed in a network 10, shown in FIG. 1 with—and in data communication with—a client computer 12. In general terms, network 10 comprises one or more (in the illustrated example, five) nodes, each executing a configurable container that includes message dispatching, communication, network membership, security, logging and persistence modules (for providing the corresponding services) and that hosts a number of pluggable services. The message dispatching module is, in this embodiment, termed ‘MessageDispatcher’. Network 10 allows a user to implement various parallel and distributed programming models, as is discussed below.

In the example of FIG. 1, network 10 includes an index node 14, a scheduler node 16, and three executor nodes 18, 20, 22, at which respective instances of the container are executed. Each node corresponds to a computing device, such as a personal computer, though—as will be appreciated by those in the art—a single computing device may correspond to more than one node if it has more than one processor or a processor with more than one core. However, each node corresponds to one instance of the container.

Each container enables pluggable services, persistence solutions, security implementations, and communication protocols, so the platform implemented by network 10 provides a decentralized architecture peering individual nodes. The platform supports various programming models including object-oriented grid threading programming model (fine-grained abstractions), file-based grid task model (coarse-grained abstractions) for grid-enabling legacy applications, and dataflow model for coarse-grained data intensive applications. It supports a variety of authentication/authorisation mechanisms (such as role-based security, X.509 certificates/GSI proxy and Windows domain-based authentication) and of persistence options (such as RDBMS, ODBMS and XML or flat files). The platform also supports a web services interface supporting the task model for interoperability with custom grid middleware (e.g. for creating a global, cross-platform grid environment via a resource broker) and non-.NET programming languages.
FIG. 1 also illustrates the basic sequence of interactions between the instances of the container at the various nodes of network 10. Firstly, a client program running on client computer 12, having a set of computing tasks to be performed, searches for available nodes where the appropriate scheduling service is deployed, with a Membership Catalogue hosted by the container at index node 14. It does this by sending a Query Message to index node 14 and, in due course, receives a response indicating the available schedulers. The client program submits its tasks—in a Submit Message—to any of the discovered schedulers, in this example to a scheduling service hosted by the container at scheduler node 16, along with its credentials. The scheduling service authenticates the client’s request and discovers appropriate executors (i.e., the execution services at one or more of executor nodes 18, 20, 22) for executing the client’s program, by sending an appropriate Query Message to using index node 14 and receiving a response indicating the available, appropriate executors.

The scheduling service then dispatches the tasks to the available, appropriate executor nodes 18, 20, 22 where they are executed, which execute the tasks and return the results to scheduler node 16. A service on the scheduler node 16 monitors the executions, collects the results and sends them to client computer 12 once the executions are completed. The messages exchanged between client computer 12, scheduler node(s) 16 and executor node(s) 18, 20, 22 contain information about the security token, source and destination URLs, the name of the service that actually handles the message, and any required application data. The services neither communicate with each other nor exchange the messages between themselves directly; rather, all messages are dispatched and handled through the MessageDispatcher deployed in each container.

The grid computing platform of this embodiment provides a highly modular architecture, as shown in FIG. 2A, a more detailed schematic view of an instance 30 of the configurable container, as deployed—for example—at a node of network 10. Container 30 is shown with various services (termed 'compulsory') that are provided by the modules discussed above and in this embodiment are always invoked, and various optional services that it can host, though in practice few if any container instances would host all these services at once.

The services that are always invoked and that provide, as mentioned above, functions such as security, persistence and communication protocols, are termed the base infrastructure. The optional services include specific executors for different types of programming models and/or associated schedulers.

Thus, container 30 includes optional services 32 including the information and indexing services: Membership Catalogue 34, Application Catalogue 36 and Data Catalogue 38, execution services including MPI (Message Passing Interface) Executor 40, Dataflow Executor 42 and Thread Executor 44, scheduling services including Thread Scheduler 46, Dataflow Scheduler 48, MPI Scheduler 50 and Task Mapping Scheduler 52, storage services including File Server 54 and other services, typically tailored to the discipline in which network 10 is deployed, such as Banking Service 56.

In one variant of this embodiment (shown schematically at 30 in FIG. 2D), the execution services include a Map Reduce Executor 40 instead of MPI Executor 40 and the scheduling services a Map Reduce Scheduler 50 instead of MPI Scheduler 50. In still another variant (not illustrated), the execution services include both MPI Executor 40 and Map Reduce Executor 40, and the scheduling services include both MPI Scheduler 50 and Map Reduce Scheduler 50.

‘Compulsory’ services comprise those provided by security module 58 (including Authorization service 60, Authentication service 62 and Auditing service 64), those provided by MessageDispatcher 66 (including message handling and dispatching), Communication Layer module 68 (for handling remote interactions), and persistence module 70.

Container 30 is a runtime host and coordinator for other components. Container 30 uses Inverse of Control (IoC) [13] to inject dependencies at runtime. Details of compulsory and optional services, security, persistence, and associated communication protocols are specified in an XML configuration file that is stored on the corresponding node and read by container 30 when it is initialized. The principal function of container 30 is to initialize the services and present itself as a single point for communication to the rest of network 10. However, to improve the reliability and flexibility of network 10, neither container 30 nor the hosted services are dependent on each other. This is so that a malfunctioning service will not affect the others services or the container. Also, this enables the administrator of network 10 to readily configure and manage existing services or introduce new ones into a container.

The base infrastructure for the runtime framework provides message dispatching, security, communication, logging, network membership, and persistence functions that are then used by the hosted services. However, it is possible to substitute different implementations of these functions according to the requirements of the services. For example, users can choose either a lightweight security mechanism, such as role-based or a certificate-based security (such as on X.509 certificates) by modifying the configuration file, and the runtime system will automatically inject them on-demand by the services. In a similar manner, network 10 can support different persistence mechanisms, such as memory, file or database backends. The MessageDispatchers 66—acting as front controllers—enable node to node service communication. Every request from client computer 12 or other nodes to the container is treated as a message, and is identified and dispatched through the instant container’s MessageDispatcher 66. The communication mechanism used by the MessageDispatcher 66 can also be configured to use socket, NET remoting or web services.

The services provide the core functionality of network 10, while the infrastructural concerns are handled by the runtime framework. This model is similar to a web-server or application-server, where the user hosts custom services/modules that run in a managed container. For enabling a distributed computing environment on top of the container, various services—such as resource information indexes, execution services, scheduling and resource allocation, and storage services—would be necessary. The only service that at least one container must host is the Membership Catalogue, which maintains network connectivity between the nodes. The services themselves are independent of each other in a container and only interact with other services on the network, or the local node through known interfaces.

The architecture of network 10 is dependent on the interactions among the services, as each container can directly communicate with any other container reachable on
network 10. Each node in network 10 takes on a role depending on the services deployed within its container. For example, a node can be a pure indexing server if only the indexing services (viz. Membership Catalogue 34) are installed in the container; nodes with scheduler services (viz. Thread Scheduler 46, Dataflow Scheduler 48) can be pure scheduler nodes that clients submit their tasks to; nodes with execution services (viz. Dataflow Executor 42, Thread Executor 44) can be solely concerned with completing the required computation. A node can also host multiple services, and be both a scheduler and executor at the same time. This is illustrated in FIG. 3, which is a schematic view of a network 50 according to an embodiment of the present invention where different types of nodes are configured to create a network in which each node works as a peer, so a request from the end user can potentially spread to every node with the appropriate functions. In this example, the nodes are, in sequence, an omni-node 52 (i.e. hosting all services, as in container 30 of FIG. 2A), a scheduler node 54, an execution node 56, a mixed node 58, a storage node 60, a membership index only node 62, another mixed node 64, another membership index only node 66, another execution node 68 and another scheduler node 70. As there is no central manager to manage other executors, requests are filtered by each node, which decide whether to handle or to ignore each request.

The grid computing platform runtime is implemented on network 10 by leveraging the Microsoft brand .NET platform and using the InC implementation in the Spring .NET framework [11]. This embodiment employs Microsoft .NET owing to its ubiquity on Windows desktop computers and the potential of running the platform on network 10 on Unix-class operating systems through the .NET-compliant Mono platform [12]. The multiple application models are implemented as extended services on top of the runtime framework. Below is explained the implementation of two known distributed programming models on top of the platform, and also how the users configure and deploy a node of network 10.

A task is a single unit of work processed in a node. It is independent from other tasks that may be executed on the same or any other node at the same time. It has only two possible outcomes: it either executes successfully or fails to produce any meaningful result.

The task model involves the following components: the client, the scheduler and the executor. The task object is serialised and submitted by the client (in the embodiment of FIG. 1, on client computer 12) to the scheduler (cf. scheduler node 16). The task scheduler is implemented as a service hosted in an instance of container 30, and continuously listens for messages for requests such as task submission, query, and abort. Once a task submission is received, it is queued in its database. The scheduler thread picks up queued tasks and maps them to available resources (cf. executor nodes 18, 20, 22) based on various parameters including priorities, user quality of service (QoS) requirements, load and so on. These parameters and scheduling policies are plugable and can be replaced with custom policies. The task scheduler keeps track of the queued and running tasks, and of information about the performance of the task executor nodes it is able to find in the network, by communicating with the membership service.

The task executor is also implemented as a service hosted in a container, and its main role is to listen for task assignments from the scheduler. When the executor receives a task, it unpacks the task object and its dependencies, creates a separate security context for the task to run, and launches the task. This allows the task to run in an application domain separate from the main domain in which the container runs.

The executor supports multi-core and multi-CPU scenarios by accepting as many tasks to run in parallel as there are free CPUs or cores.

Once a task is complete, the respective executor notifies the scheduler and sends the results back to the scheduler. The executor can accept tasks from any scheduler in the network.

In order to enable the interoperability with custom grid middleware and the creation of a global, cross-platform grid environment, network 10 implements a web services interface that provides the task management and monitoring functionalities on top of the task model.

The dataflow programming model abstracts the process of computation as a dataflow graph consisting of vertices and directed edges. The vertex embodies two entities: the data created during the computation or the initial input data if it is the first vertex, and the execution module to generate the corresponding vertex data. The directed edge connects vertices, which indicates the dependency relationship between vertices.

The dataflow programming model consists of two principal components, the scheduler and the worker. The scheduler is responsible for managing the status of each worker, dispatching ready tasks to suitable workers (cf. executors) and tracking the progress of each task according to the data dependency graph. The scheduler is implemented as a set of three key services:

1. A registry service, which maintains the location information for available vertex data and in particular maintains a list of indices for each available vertex data;
2. A dataflow graph service, which maintains the data dependency graph for each task, keeps track of the availability of vertices and explores ready tasks; when it finds ready tasks, it notifies the scheduler; and
3. A scheduling service, which dispatches ready tasks to suitable workers for executing; for each task, it notifies workers of inputs, and initiates the associated execution module to generate the output data.

The worker works in a peer to peer fashion. To cooperate with the scheduler (which acts as the master), each worker has two functions: executing upon requests from master and storing the vertex data. Therefore, the worker is implemented as two services:

1. An executor service, which receives execution requests from the scheduler, fetches input from the storage service (see below), stores output to the storage service and notifies the scheduler about the availability of the output data for a vertex.
2. A storage service, which is responsible for managing and holding data generated by executors and providing it upon requests; to handle failures, the storage service can keep data persistently locally or replicate some vertices on remote side to improve the reliability and availability.

To improve the scalability of the system, workers transfer vertex data in a P2P manner between themselves. Whenever the executor service receives an executing request from the master node, it sends a fetch request to the local storage service. If there is no local copy for the requested data, the storage service will fetch the data from a remote...
worker according to the location specified in the executing request. When all the input data is available on the worker node, the executor service creates an instance for the execution module based on the serialized object from the scheduler, initialises it with the input vertices and starts the execution. After the computation finishes, the executor service saves the result vertex into local storage and notifies the registry service. The storage service keeps hot vertex data in memory while holding cold data on the disk. The vertex data is dumped to disk asynchronously to reduce memory space if necessary. The worker schedules the executing and network traffic of multiple tasks as a pipeline to optimize the performance.

**EXAMPLES**

[0097] Container 30 of the grid computing platform of this embodiment provides a unified environment for configuration and deployment of services. All services are able to use the configuration APIs, which store per-user, per-host settings in a simple XML file for each service. Hence, the settings and preferences for each service are separated from each other, and also allow for customised settings for each user. The deployment of services is a simple operation involving modifying the application configuration file, and adding entries for the new service to be included in the container's service dictionary.

[0098] Two sets of experiments have been performed: the first examined the performance of a single container, and the second evaluated the task farming capacity of network 10 and dataflow programming models to execute over a distributed system.

[0099] 1. Performance Results of Single Container

[0100] As discussed above, container 30 is the interface to the rest of network 10. That is, container 30 sends and receives all messages on behalf of the services hosted within it. In the following experiments, whether this aspect of network 10 affects the performance and scalability of network 10 was evaluated. In particular, the affect of the number of services, the number of connected clients, and the size and volume of messages on the performance of the container was measured.

[0101] The experiments were performed using a single container 30 running on a PC with an Intel Pentium 4 3 GHz CPU, 1 GB of RAM and a Windows XP operating system. In the first experiment, the variation in startup time of a container with respect to the number of services that are hosted inside it was measured. This was evaluated with two types of services, that is, stateless and stateful. A stateless service is similar to a Web server where the service does not track the state of the client, whereas a stateful service tracks requests and connects to the database to store the state of the request. A stateful service also runs in a separate thread. The experiment was performed by starting between 1 and 1 000 services of each type, stateless and stateful, and measuring the time required to initialise container 30.

[0102] **FIG. 4** presents linear-log plots of the results of these experiments, as initialisation time (s) versus the number of services. Stateless services do not request any resources, so the measured time is that required for starting up the container 30 alone. This initialisation time, as is evident from **FIG. 4.** is constant for any number of stateless services. However, initialisation time increases exponentially if the services are stateful, which can be attributed to the more resource-intensive nature of these services. The curve for stateful services is uniformly exponential in this experiment, as the same service was started multiple times. However, this will not be generally so, as different stateful services are likely to affect the startup times in different ways by requiring different amounts of resources. It can also be seen that, in this case, the effects of stateful services become significant only when their number exceeds 300.

[0103] As discussed above, container 30 is designed as a lightweight hosting mechanism that provides the bare minimum functionality to the hosted services to create a enterprise grid. **FIG. 5** shows an expected deployment where a node offers specific functionality enabled by a small number of specialized services that are likely to be stateful. The results of **FIG. 4** show that container 30 does not affect start-up performance in such cases.

[0104] In the second experiment, the effect of the size and number of messages on the throughput of container 30 was measured. Container 30 was initialized with an echo service with a constant time for processing a single message. Next, 10 000 messages were sent to container 30, the messages having sizes of between 0.1 and 100 000 Kb. The aggregate response time was then measured. The results are plotted in **FIG. 5** as message handling rate (Hz) and data process rate (Mb/s) as functions of message size (kb). The results are as expected, with the message handling rate decreasing uniformly as the size of the message increases. However, the amount of data processed becomes almost constant above a message size of ~100 Kb. This is because of the configuration of the underlying 100 Mbps network to container 30 and is not due to the container itself.

[0105] It can be inferred from the results that network 10 is suitable for highly parallel applications such as those following the master-worker model of computation where the communication occurs only at the end of task execution, and for message-passing applications where the message size is less than 100 Kb. However, it may not be suitable for Data Grid applications that require constant access to large amounts of data.

[0106] The last experiment determined the response time of the container with respect to number of clients connecting to it. This experiment was performed by keeping the total number of received messages constant (at 10 000), while increasing the number of threads sending the messages, thereby emulating simultaneous connections from multiple clients. The results are plotted in **FIG. 5** as average response time per message (t, (ms)) against No. of Clients.

[0107] It can be seen from **FIG. 6** that the average response time per message increases steeply when the number of clients exceed 400. Even so, the response time per message is less than 20 ms for up to 1 000 concurrent clients. In the test regime, every message is synchronised, so it is a blocking call on container 30, and hence performance for large numbers of clients is adversely affected.

[0108] 2. Case Studies

[0109] The versatility of the grid computing platform of this embodiment was demonstrated with case studies involving two distributed applications that were implemented using two different programming models on top of the same infrastructure. The first application predicted the secondary structure of a protein given its sequence, using Support Vector Machines-based classification algorithms [16] and BLAST [17], a program for locating regions of similarity between DNA or the like sequences. This was implemented using the independent task programming model. The second application performed matrix multiplication and was implemented
using the dataflow programming model presented in the previous section. These applications were evaluated on a testbed consisting of 32 computers in a single laboratory, each of which was similar to the PC on which container 30 was tested (see above), connected by a 100 Mbps network.

0110 The structure prediction application was executed as a master-worker application across the testbed. Each executor (or worker) node ran an instance of BLAST [17] for each protein sequence, the results of which are then input to a set of classifiers that attempt to predict the secondary structure. The result of this process is returned to the master process. Each instance of the application accessed a 2.8 GB-sized database which, in this case, was replicated across all the nodes. The evaluation was carried out using 64 protein sequences at a time, with varying number of worker nodes. The results of the experiment are plotted in Fig. 7 as running time (min) versus No. of Workers (cf. executors). The execution time decreases logarithmically until the number of nodes reaches 16 after which there is little if any performance gain with increased parallelization.

0111 The block-based square matrix multiplication experiment was evaluated with two 8000x8000 matrices over a varying number of nodes up to a maximum of 30 nodes. The matrix was partitioned into 256 square blocks where each block was around 977 kbytes. On the whole, the execution involved 488 MB of input data and generated a result of 2.44 MB. The results of the experiment are plotted in Fig. 8 as Speedup factor and Network Overhead (taken to be the ratio of the time taken for communication to the time taken for computation) as functions of No. of Workers. There are two main factors that determine the execution time of the matrix multiplication: the distribution of blocks between the workers (viz., executors) and the overhead introduced by the transmission of intermediate results between the executors.

0112 As can be seen from Fig. 8, for a large number of executors, while the speedup improves, network overhead is also substantially increased. Speedup begins to decrease significantly from the ideal when the network overhead increases to more than 10% of the execution time.

0113 3. Other Applications

0114 i) Service Level Agreement Negotiation and Reservation

0115 According to another embodiment of the present invention there is provided an offer protocol in which a user can negotiate with the enterprise grid computing platform of the above embodiment via a broker to reserve a specific computation node based on the time. According to this embodiment, the platform provides a negotiation web service that defines the methods that a broker needs to invoke. Internally, the platform provides an allocation manager service which is responsible for checking the availability of the computation resource on the nodes and making reservation if the negotiation succeeds. The reservation mechanism guarantees to the enterprise users the use of the computation resources exclusively during a certain period of time. The platform of Fig. 1 with these extended capabilities allow it to support other emerging distributed computing systems and applications, such as cloud computing [66].

0116 In this embodiment, a method is provided for negotiating Service Level Agreements (SLAs) based on Rubinstein’s Alternating Offers protocol [29] for bargaining between agents. This method allows either party to modify the proposal or to provide counter proposals so that both can arrive at a mutually-acceptable agreement. Its use is described below as implemented for enabling a resource consumer to reserve nodes on a shared computing resource in advance. The consumer side of the method is implemented in the Gridbus broker [30] and the provider side of the method is implemented within the .NET-based enterprise grid platform described above. The method of this embodiment was evaluated using reservation requests with a range of strict to relaxed requirements.

0117 The method of this embodiment is able to conduct bilateral negotiations in order to gain guaranteed reservations of resources in advance. The resource management system of this embodiment generates alternative offers to consumers in case their original request cannot be fulfilled. The broker, acting as the resource consumer, has the ability to generate its own counter proposals as well.

0118 The Negotiation Method

0119 Fig. 9 illustrates schematically the alternating offers-based method for SLA negotiation of this embodiment. The method is a bilateral protocol between the proposer who initiates the process and the responder who replies to the proposal. The proposer starts the negotiation process by sending an INITIATE message, to which the responder replies with a unique negotiation identifier (negotiationID). The initiate call may be accompanied by an exchange of credentials so that both parties are able to verify each other’s identity. The responder then presents a proposal using the submitProposal message. The responder can accept or reject the offer in its entirety by sending an ACCEPT or a REJECT message as a reply. The responder can also reply with a counter-offer by using the COUNTER reply accompanied by the counter-proposal. In this case, the proposer has the same options and therefore can reply with a counter proposal of its own. If either party is satisfied with the current iteration of the proposal, that party can send an ACCEPT message to the other party. Either party can signal its dissatisfaction and abort the negotiation session by sending a REJECT message. To seal the agreement, the other party has to send a CONFIRM message and receive a CONFIRM-ACCEPTANCE message in reply.

0120 The method, as presented here, has general application and is isolated from the proposal which enumerates the requirements of the proposer. There are no time limits imposed on the negotiation process as such constraints can provide undue advantage to one of the parties [39]. There is no central co-ordinator to manage the negotiations, and either of the parties can leave the process at any time. Therefore, the method satisfies the desired attributes of simplicity, distribution and symmetry, for a negotiation mechanism [40].

0121 Negotiation and Advance Reservation

0122 An advance reservation is a commitment made by a resource provider to provide a guaranteed share of a computing resource to a resource consumer at a definite time in the future [36]. An advance reservation mechanism therefore, allows a consumer to provision enough resources to meet requirements such as deadlines, in environments such as grids where availability of shared resources varies from time to time. Since an advance reservation is also a commitment by the provider, it may be made in lieu of a reward or payment to the provider. Failure to meet this commitment may result in the provider having to pay a penalty. Therefore, a reservation represents an instantiation of an SLA. A provider with a profit motive would aim to maximise his revenue while minimising the risk of penalties [41]. Similarly, a consumer would like to gain the maximum guarantee for meeting his QoS require-
ments but at the lowest possible cost. A number of strategies can be adopted by both the provider and the consumer depending on their individual needs and situations. As a result, a consumer’s plan for resource usage may not be favoured by a provider. However, the provider can indicate its expectations by changing the relevant parts of the proposal and returning it to the consumer. In this manner, proposals can be exchanged back and forth until both parties reach an agreement or decide to part ways.

Negotiation for advance reservation of resources was implemented according to the this embodiment using the above-described NETI-based resource management platform (comprising computers running Microsoft Windows operating system) and the Gridhub (trade mark) Grid resource broker. The above-described platform acts as the resource provider in this implementation. For a given user application, the Gridhub broker discovers appropriate resources for executing the application, schedules user jobs on the resources, monitors their execution and retrieves results once the jobs are completed. Negotiation for advance reservations is, therefore, performed by the Gridhub broker as a resource consumer on behalf of the user.

a) Gridhub Broker

The Gridhub broker has been used to realise economy-based scheduling of computational and data-intensive applications on grid resources [42]. Advance reservations enable the broker to provide guarantees for meeting the user’s QoS requirements for the execution, such as deadline and budget. The required abilities for negotiation within the broker are brought about by a negotiation-aware scheduler and a negotiation client.

The negotiation client is the interface to the corresponding service on the remote side. It is not specific to the platform of the above embodiment, however, and can support any other middleware that implements the protocol. The scheduler is aware of the negotiation client only as a medium for submitting proposals and receiving feedback from the remote side. However, separate schedulers may be required for different SLA negotiation protocols, as certain features (e.g., presence or absence of a counter-proposal method) may affect negotiation and scheduling strategies.

A broker is associated with a single distributed bag-of-tasks application. The deadline and budget is provided for each application as a whole by the user. The deadline value is used by the broker to determine the number of nodes to be reserved, and the budget value puts a ceiling on the maximum expense for the execution. The broker’s negotiation strategy for negotiating with the provider is as follows:

1. Get user’s QoS and application requirements
2. Nodes ← \[ \frac{y_{\text{QoS}}(\text{deadline} - \text{start time})}{0.5} \]
3. Create proposal for Nodes
4. Choose a provider based on attributes such as cost
5. repeat
6. Submit proposal to the provider
7. repeat
8. if (state is COUNTED) then
9. if (counter proposal is within deadline) then
10. send (ACCEPT)
11. else if (f < 1) then
12. Increase f

[0128] The expression in Line 2 (above) calculates the number of nodes that are required for executing the distributed application within the deadline. The estimated time for completing a job is provided by the user. The broker adds to this an additional estimate for staging the jobs on to the remote machine, invoking it and collecting the results for the job. The total estimated time for each job is summed to obtain the maximum time required to execute the application (i.e., its sequential execution time on a single remote processor). This is the numerator in the expression in Line 2.

[0129] The denominator is the wallclock time available to execute the application, that is, the time difference between the deadline and the starting time for the reservation. The starting time is estimated as the time when the negotiations would have likely concluded and the job scheduling can commence. As the broker’s utility lies in executing the users’ job as quickly as possible, the time available is further reduced by multiplying against an aggression factor, denoted by f, where 0 < f ≤ 1. However, the smaller the time available, the larger is the number of nodes required.

[0130] The broker creates a proposal and chooses one out of a list of resource providers—based on factors such as resource price or capability—to initiate a negotiation session and submit the proposal. If the proposal is accepted straightforward, then a confirmation message is returned to the provider. If a counter proposal is received, then it is evaluated to see whether the counter reservation is still within the deadline. If so, then it is accepted by the broker. If not, then the aggression factor is increased to reduce the number of nodes required. This is done on the assumption that requests for smaller number of nodes have better chances to be accepted or found more acceptable (earlier) counter time slots. This continues until the aggression factor is increased up to 1 which is the maximum latency available to broker. If the counter proposal from the resource provider does not satisfy the deadline requirements, the proposal is rejected and the session closed.

[0131] The broker keeps track of the negotiation process through a state machine illustrated schematically in FIG. 10 and implemented using the State software design pattern. The actions are encoded in the State objects which prevents the broker from performing invalid actions in certain states, such as by replying to a REJECT message with a CONFIRM message. The transition between the states is guided by the broker’s strategy and the responses from the provider.
b) The Platform of the Above Embodiment

In the enterprise grid computing platform of the above embodiment, the capabilities of each node are determined by the functionality offered by the services hosted in a service container that provides common security, message handling and communication functions. For example, hosting a task execution service in the container enables a node to execute independent tasks. Any number of such services may be hosted thereby, potentially allowing the same node to execute applications implemented using different programming models. A node functions as a scheduler for an application if it hosts the scheduler service corresponding to the application’s programming model (e.g., task scheduler for the task farming model). Executors in this platform’s grid register with or are discovered by a specific scheduler service which then allocates work units across them.

FIG. 11 is a schematic view of the architecture for resource reservation in the platform of the above embodiment. The advance reservation capability in the platform of the above embodiment is enabled by two components, the Allocation Manager at the executor end and the Reservation Manager at the scheduler end. The Allocation Manager oversees all the executor services on a node. It determines which of the executors are to run, and the share of the node that is allowed for each. The Allocation Manager therefore takes care of allocating and enforcing reservations on a single node. The Allocation Manager is associated with a policy object that encodes the utility function of the node. For example, this may specify a maximum duration that can be specified for a reservation request at the node level.

The Reservation Manager is co-located with a scheduler and is able to perform reservations across the nodes whose executors are registered with the scheduler. The Reservation Manager determines which of the reservation requests coming from users are to be accepted based on factors such as feasibility, profitability or improvement in utilisation. For this reason, it is associated with a QoS Policy object that represents the reservation policy at the level of the entire system. For example, this object may specify a minimum reward for considering a reservation request. External applications interface with the platform’s resource reservation system through Negotiation Service, hosted as a web service. The latter implements the negotiation method described above and illustrated in FIG. 9, and interfaces with the Reservation Manager for forwarding reservation requests that arrive from external entities. The web service implementation enables non-.NET programs, such as the Gridbus broker, to interface with the platform of the above embodiment system.

The algorithm for handling resource reservation requests in the Reservation Manager of the platform is as follows:

At the Reservation Manager:

1. for each incoming reservation request do
2.  if (QoS Policy is violated) then
3.    send (REJECT)
4.  Get available nodes from Information Service
5.  Filter the nodes as per requirements
6.  if (available nodes > requested nodes) then
7.    send (ACCEPT)
8.  else
9.    send (COUNTER, new timeslot)
10.  if (timeslot is free) then
11.    send (ACCEPT)
12.  else
13.    send (REJECT)
14. end

At the Allocation Manager:

15. for each incoming request do
16.  if (reservation policy is violated) then
17.    send (REJECT)
18.  else
19.    if (timeslot is available) then
20.      send (ACCEPT)
21.    else
22.      send (COUNTER, new timeslot)
23. end

A timeslot is the period for which the reservation is required. Lines 2-3 (above) control the admission of requests as per the policy specified in the QoS Policy object. Once the request is approved, the request is broadcast to all the available nodes in the grid. At the node, the Allocation Manager checks if its reservation policy is violated. If not, and the node is free for the requested timeslot, then the Allocation Manager indicates it is available. If the node is not free, then an alternate time slot is provided to the Reservation Manager (Lines 20-25). The Reservation Manager checks if the required number of nodes have indicated that they are available during the requested timeslot. If so, an ACCEPT reply is sent. If not, the Reservation Manager uses the alternate timeslots provided by the nodes to find a common alternative timeslot for the same duration as requested, when the required number of nodes are available. This timeslot is then sent as a counter proposal to the consumer. If such a timeslot cannot be found, then a REJECT reply is sent (Lines 10-18).

c) Control Flow during Negotiation

As per the negotiation method described above by reference to FIG. 9, when the broker sends an initiate message, the above platform’s Negotiation Service returns a 16 byte globally unique identifier (GUID) for the session. The GUID is generated according to the proposed IETF Universally Unique Identifier standard [24]. The broker then submits a proposal to the Negotiation Service in the XML format as follows:

```
<xml-fragment
 xmlns:ws="http://www.gridbus.org/negotiation/">
 <ws:Reward=1000.0/>
</xml-fragment>
```
[0142] The ws:Reward field in the proposal above indicates the provider’s gain if the proposal was accepted and the requirements met. The ws:Penalty field denotes the penalty to be paid if the provider accepted the proposal but did not supply the required resources. The ws:Requirements section consists of one or more reservation records (ws:ReservationRecordType) that detail the resource configuration required in terms of number of nodes, their capability (e.g. CPU speed) and the time period for which they are required. For example, the proposal (above) asks for 4 nodes with a minimum CPU speed of 2.5 GHz each for duration of 750 seconds starting from 6:22 p.m. on 1st of April 2008 with a reward of 200 currency units and penalty of 50 currency units. The proposal is parsed and converted to a reservation requirement object that is sent to the Reservation Manager.

[0143] When a proposal is finally accepted, the Reservation Manager executes a two phase commit to finalize the reservation. In the initial phase, it requests the respective Allocation Managers to “soft” lock the time slot for that particular request. A soft lock in this case is an entry for the time-slot in the Allocation Manager database which is removed if a confirmation is not received within a certain time-interval. Once all the nodes successfully acknowledge that this operation has been performed, the reservation manager then sends an ACCEPT message to the broker. If the broker then sends a CONFIRM message, the Reservation Manager asks the respective Allocation Managers to commit the reservation. On receiving their acknowledgement, a CONFIRM ACCEPTANCE message is returned to the broker. The negotiation session identifier is then used as a reference for the resource reservation (reservation ID) by subsequent tasks. This process is illustrated schematically in FIG. 12.

[0144] The task submission is also mediated by the resource reservation architecture. If a task arrives with a reservation ID, the Reservation Manager first checks if the ID is valid, and then locates the nodes that are associated with that ID. The task is then dispatched to one of these nodes, in a round robin fashion.

[0145] This negotiation architecture was evaluated using a grid test-bed constructed by installing the platform of the above embodiment on 13 desktop computers running Microsoft Windows XP in a local area network. One instance of Reservation Manager service was installed on the node acting as the scheduler and the others ran the Allocation Manager service. This meant that up to 12 nodes could be reserved by brokers by interacting with the sole Reservation Manager using the negotiation protocol described above.

[0146] In order to emulate multiple clients with different applications that have different deadlines, a set of brokers was created with different deadlines generated using a uniform random distribution. The deadlines were chosen so as to reflect different levels of urgency—on a strict deadline for a high-urgency application to a relaxed deadline for a low-urgency application. The urgency was calculated from the following ratio time estimated for executing the complete application. In this evaluation, the sequential execution time is considered as the maximum execution time for the application. The deadline is considered very strict when r=0:25, moderately strict when 0:25<r<0:5, relaxed when 0:5<r<0:75, and very relaxed when r>0:75.

[0147] The maximum execution time was the same for all the applications in this evaluation. According to the protocol for handling resource reservation of this embodiment (see above), when the broker makes a request and the platform of the above embodiment is not able to provide the required number of nodes at the requested start time, the latter finds an alternative start time when the nodes can be provided. The difference between the alternative start time and the one requested originally is termed as the slack. The slack allowed for reservation start time is a function of the urgency of the deadline, and indicates the relaxation allowed in the broker’s requirements.

[0148] The brokers were launched at closely-spaced intervals from two computers that were part of the same local area network but separate from the grid nodes. This created the effect of different requests with different deadlines arriving simultaneously at the Reservation Manager. The objectives of this experiment was to measure the impact of deadlines on the responses adopted by both the broker and the Reservation Manager.

[0149] FIGS. 13 to 15 show the results of an evaluation that involved 138 advance reservation requests arriving at the above platform’s Reservation Manager in the space of 4 hours. Nearly 17% of the total requests were decided in the first round itself (i.e., a straightforward accept or reject decision from the above platform) while the rest were decided after multiple rounds of negotiation between the broker and the Manager. In all, 35% of the requests were accepted while 65% of the requests were rejected. Since the evaluation covered a scenario where the demand for computing nodes would exceed their supply, it is only to be expected that a majority of the requests will be rejected. However, the system was still able to generate alternatives for 83% of the requests.

[0150] FIG. 13 plots the distribution of the accepted and rejected requests against the urgency of application deadlines. It can be seen that the proportion of accepted requests increases when the deadlines progress from very strict to very relaxed. When normalised again the number of requests for each data point, the percentage of accepted requests increases from 8% for strict deadlines to 74% in the case of very relaxed deadlines. This is because the broker is more willing to accept a delayed reservation when the deadlines allow more slack. Also, owing to the negotiation strategy adopted by the broker (see above), applications with urgent deadlines require more nodes for a shorter duration than those with relaxed deadlines. The platform of the above embodiment was therefore able to generate better counter offers for requests involving lesser number of nodes, even if their duration is longer.
This inference is supported by the graphs in FIG. 14, which plots the percentage of accept and reject decisions according to the slack allowed in the reservation start time. The slack is indicated as a percentage of the time available (i.e., deadline minus original start time) for the broker to execute the application. It can be seen here that the broker is willing to accept counter-offers with up to 60% slack in reservation start time. Indeed, 90% of the counter-offers with up to 40% slack are accepted by the broker. However, counter-offers with more than 60% slack are unacceptable. A significant amount of proposals are rejected by the Reservation Manager without counter-offers (zero slack time) as they require more nodes than what is available. These are included in the data point corresponding to offers with <20% slack at the far left of FIG. 14.

A request-response pair between the broker and the above platform’s Reservation Manager is termed as a round of negotiation. FIG. 15 shows the average number of negotiation rounds taken to obtain a result for requests with different deadlines. For this evaluation, the aggression factor was set to 0.5 and then increased by 0.25 for every round. Therefore, including the submission request, a maximum of 4 rounds (3 offers each and a final decision) was possible for this evaluation. For very strict deadlines, many of the offers were rejected or accepted in the first round itself. Therefore, the average number of rounds is the least in this case. For more relaxed deadlines, the broker is willing to negotiate for the maximum number of rounds before the request is rejected.

Notably, the broker was able to fulfill its QoS requirement without having to reveal its deadline preference to the provider by choosing an acceptable counter proposal whenever possible. Thus, by modifying the proposal suitably, both parties were able to convey feedback without revealing their preferences. This prevents providers from taking undue advantage or playing consumers against each other in scenarios where different brokers may be competing for access to the same set of resources.

Map Reduce Programming Model

The map reduce programming model proposed by Google, Inc. has also been implemented within the platform of the above embodiment. Developers can use two functions (“map” and “reduce”) to parallelize their applications within the platform. The implementation provides three major components: the map reduce scheduling service, the map reduce execution service and the map reduce client manager.

.NET is the standard platform of Windows applications and it has been extended to support parallel computing applications. For example, the parallel extension of .NET 4.0 supports the Task Parallel Library and Parallel LINQ, while MPI.NET [53] implements a high performance library for the message passing interface, so it is expected that .NET will be present as a component for Windows-based data centres. According to the present invention, there is provided an implementation of MapReduce for the .NET platform, referred to herein as MapReduce.NET, according to the present invention. The following embodiments are described below:

MapReduce.NET: a MapReduce programming model designed for the .NET platform with the C# programming language.

A runtime system of MapReduce.NET deployed in an Enterprise Grid environment by the assistance of the enterprise grid computing platform described above.

A distribute storage system, referred to as WinDFS, which can support a distributed storage service required by MapReduce.NET.

MapReduce is triggered by “map” and “reduce” operations in functional languages, such as Lisp. This model abstracts computation problems through two functions: map and reduce. All problems formulated in this way can be parallelized automatically. MapReduce allows users to write MapReduce components with functional-style code. These components are then composed as a dataflow graph with fixed dependency relationship to explicitly specify its parallelism. Finally, the MapReduce runtime system can transparently explore the parallelism and schedule these components to distributed resources for execution.

All data processed by MapReduce are in the form of key/value pairs. The execution happens in two phases. In the first phase, a map function is invoked once for each input key/value pair and it can generate output key/value pairs as intermediate results. In the second phase, all the intermediate results are merged and grouped by keys. The reduce function is called once for each key with associated values and produces output values as final results.

The Mapreduce Model

A map function takes a key/value pair as input and produces a list of key/value pairs as output. The type of output key and value can be different from input key and value: map(x1, y1) => list(x2, y2).

A reduce function takes a key and associated value list as input and generates a list of new values as output: reduce(x1, list(x2, y2)) => list(x3, y3).

MapReduce Execution

A MapReduce application is executed in a parallel manner through two phases. In the first phase, all map operations can be executed independently with each other. In the second phase, each reduce operation may depend on the outputs generated by any number of map operations. However, similar to map operations, all reduce operations can be executed independently.

From the perspective of dataflow, MapReduce execution consists of m independent map tasks and r independent reduce tasks, each of which may be dependent on m map tasks. Generally the intermediate results are partitioned into r pieces for r reduce tasks.

The MapReduce runtime system schedules map and reduce tasks to distributed resources. It handles many tough problems: parallelization, concurrency control, network communication, and fault tolerance. Furthermore, it performs several optimizations to decrease overhead involved in scheduling, network communication and intermediate grouping of results.

The Enterprise Grid Software Platform

The platform of the above embodiment is used to deploy MapReduce.NET in distributed environments. Each node of that platform consists of a configurable container, hosting mandatory and optional services. The mandatory services provide the basic capabilities required in a distributed system, such as communications between Anka nodes, security, and membership. Optional services can be installed to support the implementation of different programming models in Grid environments. MapReduce.NET is implemented as optional services of this platform.

There are several MapReduce implementations, respectively for data centres [48][56], shared memory multiprocessor [51] and the Cell architecture [59]. The design of
MapReduce.NET aims to reuse as many existing Windows components as possible. Fig. 16 is a schematic illustration of the architecture of MapReduce.NET; this implementation is assisted by several distributed component services from the platform of the embodiment of Fig. 1.

[0171] WinDFS supports MapReduce.NET with a distributed storage service over the .NET platform. WinDFS organizes the disk spaces on all the available resources as a virtual storage pool and provides an object based interface with a flat name space, which is used to manage data stored in it. To process local files, MapReduce.NET can also directly talk with CIFS or NTFS.

[0172] The implementation of MapReduce.NET exposes similar APIs as Google MapReduce. The API for Map Function and the API for Reduce Function as presented to users in C# language are as follows:

**API for Map Function:**

```csharp
abstract class Mapper
{
    abstract void Map(object key, object value)
}
```

**API for Reduce Function:**

```csharp
abstract class Reducer
{
    abstract void Reduce(IEnumerable values)
}
```

[0175] To define Map/Reduce functions, users need to inherit from Mapper or Reducer class and override corresponding abstract functions. To execute the MapReduce application, the user first needs to create a MapReduceApp class (illustrated below), and set it with corresponding Mapper and Reducer classes. The execution API for applications is as follows:

```csharp
class MapReduceApp
{
    void RegisterMapper(T mapper)
    void RegisterReducer(T reducer)
    void SetInputFiles(ArrayList input)
    List GetOutputFiles()
    bool Execute()
}
```

[0176] Then, input files should be configured before starting the execution, as illustrated above (see the API for Reduce Function). The input files can be local files or files in the distributed store.

[0177] The input data type to the Map function is the object, which is the root type of all types in C#. For Reduce function, the input is organized as a collection and the data type is (Enumerator, which is an interface of supporting an iteration operation on the collection. The data type of each value in the collection is also object.

[0178] With object, any type of data, including user defined or system build-in type, can be accepted as input. However, for user-defined types, users need to provide methods to extract their data from a stream, which may locate in memory or disk.

[0179] The execution of a MapReduce computation in .NET environments according to this embodiment consists of five major phases: Map, Partition, Sort, Merge and Reduce. The overall flow of execution is illustrated in Fig. 17. The execution starts with the Map phase. It iterates the input key/value pairs and invokes the map function defined by users on each key/value pair. The results generated by the Map phase are passed to the Partition, Sort and Merge phases, which perform sorting and merging operations to group the values with identical keys. The result is an array, each element of which is a group of values for each key. Finally, the Reduce phase takes the array as input and invokes the reduce function defined by users on each element of the array.

[0180] The execution of MapReduce.NET is orchestrated by a scheduler. The scheduler is implemented as a MapReduce.NET Scheduler service in Aneka, while all the major five phases are implemented as a MapReduce.NET Executor service. With the platform of Fig. 1, the MapReduce.NET system can be deployed in cluster or data center environments. Typically, the runtime system consists of one master machine for a scheduler service and multiple worker machines for executor services. Fig. 18 is a schematic illustration of a normal configuration of MapReduce.NET with the platform of Fig. 1, in which each worker machine is configured with one instance of executor and the master machine is configured with the scheduler instance.

[0181] After users submit MapReduce.NET applications to the scheduler, it deploys the scheduling policy from configuration to map sub tasks to different resources. During the execution, it monitors the progress of each task and takes corresponding task migration operation in case some nodes are much slower than others due to heterogeneity or interference of dominated users.

[0182] The details of each major phase on the executor of MapReduce.NET are as follows.

[0183] Map Phase: The executor extracts each input key/value pair from the input file. For each key/value pair, it invokes the map function defined by users. The result generated by the map function is first buffered in the memory. The memory buffer consists of many buckets and each one is for different partition. When the size of all results buffered in the memory reaches a predefined maximal threshold, they are sent to the sort phase and written to disk to save space for holding intermediate results of next round of map invocations.

[0184] Partition Phase: Partition of the results generated by map functions is achieved in two places: in memory and on disk. In the Map phase, the results generated by map function are first buffered in memory, where there is one bucket for each partition. The generated result determines its partition through a hash function, which may be defined by users. Then the result is appended to the tail of bucket of its partition. When the size of buffered results exceeds the maximal threshold, each bucket is written to disk as an intermediate file. After one map task finishes, all the intermediate files for each partition are merged into one partition.
Sort Phase: Before the buffered results are written to disk, elements in each bucket are sorted in memory. They are written to disk by the sorted order, maybe ascending or descending. The sort algorithm we adopt is quick sort [63]. On average, the complexity of this algorithm is \( O(n \log n) \), chosen because it is always reported faster than other sort algorithms.

Merge Phase: To prepare inputs for the Reduce phase, we need to merge all the intermediate files for each partition. Firstly, the executor fetches intermediate files, which are generated in the Map phase, from neighbour machines. Then, they are merged to group values with same key and at the same time, sort keys by a predefined order. Since all the key/value pairs in the intermediate files are already in a sorted order, we deploy a heap sort to achieve the group operation. Each node in the heap corresponds to one intermediate file. Repeatedly, the key/value pair is picked on the top node, and then the shape of the heap is adjusted to sift the heap node with the biggest key up to the top position. At the same time, the values associated with same key are grouped.

Reduce Phase: In this embodiment, the Reduce phase is combined with the Merge phase. During the process of heap sort, we combine all the values associated with same key and then invoke the reduce function defined by users to perform reduction operation on these values. All the results generated by reduce function are written to disk according the order by which they are generated.

Memory Management

On each executor, the memory consumed by MapReduce.NET mainly includes memory buffers for intermediate results, memory space for quick sort and buffers for input and output files.

In configuration, the administrator can specify a maximal value for the size of memory used by MapReduce.NET. This size is normally determined by the physical configuration of machines and the memory requirement of applications. The memory management is illustrated schematically in FIG. 19.

The memory buffer used by intermediate results and input/output files are set according to this maximal memory configuration, with a default buffer size of input/output files of 16 MB. The input and output files are from a local disk, so FileStream in .NET is used to control the access to local files, including configuration of the size of file buffer.

The memory buffer for intermediate results is implemented by MemoryStream of .NET, which is actually a stream in memory. All the results generated by map function are translated into byte array and append to the tail of the stream in memory. An array of indices is used to facilitate accessing each element in this stream. Indices in this array record the position of each intermediate value in the stream. When the size of the stream in memory plus the size of index array exceeds the predefined maximal value, quick sort is invoked to sort all the buffered intermediate values and then write them to disk.

WinDFS

In order to provide a distributed storage system MapReduce.NET, WinDFS is provided according to this embodiment using the C# programming language. WinDFS can be deployed in a dedicated cluster environment or a shared Enterprise Grid environment. Every machine running a WinDFS instance can contribute a certain amount of disk space. All the contributed disk spaces are organized as a virtual data pool. WinDFS provides an object based interface with a flat name space for that data pool. The object can also be taken as a file. Each object contained in WinDFS is identified by a unique name, which is actually a GUID. WinDFS supports put and get operations on objects.

The runtime system of WinDFS consist of an index server with a bunch of object server. Objects are distributed to object servers, while the location information for each object is maintained by the index server. The index server also is responsible for keeping the reliability of objects in the system.

As a representative configuration, the instance of object server runs on each worker machine for managing local objects, while the meta server can be on the master machine.

Schedule Framework

Scheduling in this embodiment is conducted by the MapReduce.NET scheduler. The major five phases of MapReduce.NET are grouped into two tasks: Map task and Reduce task. The Map task executes three phases: map, partition and sort, while the Reduce task executes merge and reduce. Given a MapReduce.NET job, it consists of \( m \) Map tasks and \( r \) Reduce tasks. Each Map task has an input file and generates \( r \) result files. Each Reduce task has \( m \) inputs files, which are generated by \( m \) Map tasks.

Normally the input files for Map tasks are ready in WinDFS prior to execution and thus the size of each Map input file can be determined before scheduling. During the execution, Map tasks dynamically generate output files, the size of which is difficult to determine prior to job execution.

The system aims to be deployed in an Enterprise Grid environment, which essentially organizes idle resources within a company or department as virtual super computer. Normally, resources in Enterprise Grid are shared by two categories of users. The first one is the owner of resources, who has priority to use their resources; the second one is the users of idle resources, who should not disturb the normal usage of resource owner. Therefore, with an Enterprise Grid, besides the known problems of a distributed system, such as complex communications and failures, there is also that of “soft failure”. Soft failure refers to the scenario in which the resource involved in MapReduce execution has to quit computation owing to domination by its owner.

Owing to the above dynamic features of MapReduce.NET application and Enterprise Grid environments, a static scheduling algorithm was not chosen. Instead, a just-in-time scheduling policy was deployed for mapping Map and Reduce tasks to distributed resources in an Enterprise Grid.

The scheduling algorithm for the MapReduce.NET applications starts with scheduling Map tasks. Specifically, all Map tasks are scheduled as independent tasks. The Reduce tasks, however, are dependent on the Map tasks. Whenever Reduce task is ready, that is, all its inputs are generated by Map tasks, it will be scheduled according to status of resources. The scheduling algorithm aims to optimize the execution time for MapReduce.NET, which is achieved by minimizing the execution of Map and Reduce phases respectively.

During execution, each executor waits task execution commands from the scheduler. For a Map task, normally its input data locates locally. Otherwise, the executor needs to fetch input data from neighbors. For a Reduce task, the executor has to fetch all the input and merge them before execution.
Furthermore, the executor monitors the progress of executing task and frequently reports the progress to the scheduler.

[0204] Performance Evaluation
[0205] MapReduce.NET, including the programming model, runtime system and scheduling framework, has been implemented and tested, and deployed on desktop machines at the University of Melbourne. Performance was evaluated for the runtime system based on two real applications: word count and distributed sort.

[0206] All the experiments are executed in an enterprise Grid consisting of 33 nodes. For distributed experiments, one machine was set as master and the rest were configured as worker machines. Each machine has a single Pentium 4 processor, 1 GMB of memory, 160 GB IDE disk (10 GB is dedicated for WinDFS storage), 1 Gbps Ethernet network and runs Windows XP.

[0207] Samples Applications
[0208] The two sample applications, word count and distributed sort, are benchmarks used by Google MapReduce and Phoenix systems. To implement the Word Count application, users split words for each text file in the map function and sum the appearance number for each word in the reduce function. For sort application, users do not have to do anything within map and reduce functions, while the MapReduce runtime system performs sorting automatically.

[0209] System Overhead
[0210] MapReduce can be taken as a parallel design pattern, which trades performance to improve the simplicity of programming. Essentially, the Sort and Merge phases of MapReduce runtime system introduce extra overhead. However, the sacrificed perform cannot be overwhelming. Otherwise, it is not acceptable for users. The overhead of MapReduce.NET was evaluated with local execution. During local execution, the input is from local disk and all 5 major phases of MapReduce.NET executes sequentially on single machine. This is called a local runner and can be used for debug purposes.

[0211] For local execution, both sample applications were configured as follows:
[0212] The Word Count application took the example text files used by Phoenix [51], with three settings of input sizes of raw data: LOMB, 100 MB and 1 GB respectively.
[0213] The Sort application sorts a number of records. Each record consists of a key and a value. Both the key and value are random integers. Three configurations of input size were adopted: 10 million, 100 million and 1,000 million records respectively. Correspondingly, the sizes of raw data are about 15 MB, 150 MB and 1.48 GB.
[0214] The performance result is split into three parts: sort, IO+Map and Merge+Reduce. The sort part is the execution consumed by the split phase, while the time consumed by the rest of Map task is recorded by IO+Map part, which includes the time consumed by reading input file, invoking map functions and writing partitions of intermediate results to disk. The Merge+Reduce part is the execution time of the Reduce task. FIGS. 20A and 20B illustrate the percentage of these three parts for executing Sort and Word Count applications respectively. It is evident that different types of application have different percentage distribution for each part. For Word Count (see FIG. 20A), the time consumed by the reduce and merge phases can be even be ignored. The reason is the size of results of Word Count is comparatively small. Differently from Word Count, the reduce and merge phases of Sort application (see FIG. 20B) still takes an important percentage. For both applications, as the growth of problem size, the percentage of IO+Map part is correspondingly increasing. Since the map and reduce function of both applications just executed very simple tasks, actually the time consumed by the IO+Map part mainly consists of the contributions from IO operations.
[0215] The impact of buffer size on the execution time of applications was evaluated. In particular, the experiments were executed with the different sizes of memory buffer for intermediate results. The results are illustrated in FIGS. 21A and 21B. In the experiments, the size of memory buffer was set to be 128 MB, 256 MB and 512 MB respectively and the results for both applications under such configuration are illustrated.

[0216] Different from our expectation, increasing the size of buffer does not have a big effect on the execution time of Word Count and Sort applications. One interesting phenomena is the performance with 256M and 512M buffer is even worse than that with 128M buffer. One reasonable explanation is that a bigger memory buffer can keep more intermediate results, which involves extra overhead during performing quick sort. At the same time, increasing the size of buffer only save the number of IO operations, because the possibility of combining records with same key is increasing. This explains why the performance with 512M buffer is better than with 256M buffer.

[0217] Overhead Comparison with Hadoop
[0218] The overhead of MapReduce.NET was compared with Hadoop, the open source MapReduce implementation with Java language. Hadoop is supported by Yahoo (trademark) and aims to work as a general purpose distributed platform. The stable release of Hadoop, version 0.16.4 was adopted for comparison purposes. To compare the overhead, the local runner of Hadoop and MapReduce.NET respectively were run with same size of input for Word Count and Sort applications. The buffer size was configured to be 128 MB for both implementations. The input for Sort consists of 1,000 million records with 1.48 GB raw data, while for Word Count the size of raw input data is 1 GB. The results are presented in FIGS. 22A and 22B. MapReduce.NET performs worse on the Word Count application than Hadoop, while outperforming Hadoop on the Sort application. Specifically, for Sort application, the sort phase of Hadoop consumes longer time than the MapReduce.NET, while its IO processing is more efficient. Similar phenomena happens for the Sort application. However, the reduce and merge phases of Hadoop took comparatively longer time than our implementation.

[0219] Since Hadoop does not have a parallel version on Windows platform, parallel performance was not compared with Hadoop. Applications were configured as follows:
[0220] Word Count: takes the example text files used by Phoenix [51]; the original text files were duplicated to generate an example input with 6 GB raw data, then split into 32 files.
[0221] Distributed Sort: sorts 5,000 million records in an ascending order. The key of each record is a random integer. The total raw data is about 7.6 GB, which is partitioned into 32 files.
[0222] FIGS. 23A and 23B illustrate the scalable performance result of the Word Count application. In these figures, the execution time of Map phase consists of the time from starting execution to the finish of all Map tasks, while the Reduce execution time consists of merge phase plus invoking reduce functions on all the work machines. From the results,
we can see map, sort and partition phases dominated the whole execution and the performance increased as more resources were added into the computation.

[0223] Different from the Word Count application, the Distributed Sort application has a nearly uniform distribution of execution time for Map and Reduce tasks, as illustrated in FIGS. 24A and 24B. However, this does not affect the nearly linearly speedup as adding more resources. The network traffic also takes an important percentage of the whole execution, because the intermediate result of distributed sort is actually same as the original input data.

[0224] Based on the experiments of the above two, typical MapReduce applications, MapReduce.NET is shown to provide a scalable performance within homogenous environments during the number of computation machines increases.

[0225] iii) Parameter Sweep Programming Model

[0226] The platform of FIG. 1 can also support the parameter sweep programming model which can be described as a XML language. The special design XML language for parameter sweep model allows user to define different types of parameters including single, range, random and enum parameters. A user can also specify the shared files, input files and expected output files their application needs, and a collection of commands including execute command, substitute command, delete command, environment command and copy command. By utilizing the parameter sweep model, the Aneka can automatically generate tasks based on XML file and grid enable the existing user applications.

[0227] iv) Platform Design Explorer

[0228] A design explorer is provided according another embodiment, which allows users who are unfamiliar with the enterprise grid computing platform of FIG. 1 to design their application based on its parameters. The design explorer provides a easy-to-use wizard to create the application template which will be submitted to the platform’s client manager, the client manager being responsible for automatically parsing the template and generating numbers of Grid tasks that will be executed within the enterprise grid computing platform of FIG. 1. The design explorer of this embodiment also provides both textual and graphical information about the current status of user submitted tasks. The design explorer enables users to utilize the enterprise grid computing platform of FIG. 1 without writing any line of code. The design explorer is able to help enterprise users scale their applications and increase performance.

CONCLUSION

[0229] The grid computing platform of the embodiment of FIG. 1 provides a service-oriented enterprise grid computing framework, using a container in which services can be added to augment the capabilities of a node. Its flexibility has been demonstrated using two different programming models executed on top of the same enterprise grid. In addition, the threading programming model, and core MPI APIs or the Map Reduce APIs are also supported in the grid computing platform of this embodiment.

[0230] Modifications within the scope of the invention may be readily effected by those skilled in the art. It is to be understood, therefore, that this invention is not limited to the particular embodiments described by way of example hereinafore.

[0231] In the claims that follow and in the preceding description of the invention, except where the context requires otherwise owing to express language or necessary implication, the word “comprise” or variations such as “comprises” or “comprising” is used in an inclusive sense, that is, to specify the presence of the stated features but not to preclude the presence or addition of further features in various embodiments of the invention.

[0232] Further, any reference herein to prior art is not intended to imply that such prior art forms or formed part of the common general knowledge in Australia or any other country.
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What is claimed is:
1. A software platform for providing grid computing on a network of computing nodes in mutual data communication, comprising:
   a configurable service container executable at said nodes, said container comprising message dispatching, communication, network membership and persistence modules, and host pluggable service modules;
   wherein when executed at said nodes at least one instance of said container includes a membership service module for maintaining network connectivity between said
nodes, at least one instance of said container includes a scheduler service module configured to receive one or more tasks from a client and schedule said tasks on at least one of said nodes, and at least one instance of said container includes an executor service module for receiving one or more tasks from said scheduler service module, executing said tasks so received and returning at least one result to said scheduler service module.

2. The platform as claimed in claim 1, wherein said service modules support a selected programming model.

3. The platform as claimed in claim 1, wherein said service modules support a plurality of programming models.

4. The platform as claimed in claim 1, wherein a plurality of said computing nodes are executed on respective processor cores of a single processor.

5. The platform as claimed in claim 1, wherein said container includes security and logging modules.

6. The platform as claimed in claim 1, wherein at least one instance of said container includes more than one of said membership service module, said scheduler module and said executor module.

7. The platform as claimed in claim 1, wherein when executed at said nodes a plurality of instances of said container includes an executor module for executing tasks.

8. The platform as claimed in claim 1, wherein each node comprises a computing device, and wherein a single computing device comprises multiple nodes when the computing device has multiple processors or multiple processor cores.

9. The platform as claimed in claim 1, wherein services provided by said modules and said container are mutually independent.

10. The platform as claimed in claim 1, further comprising an allocation manager service that checks an availability of a computation resource on said nodes in response to a negotiation for said computation resource and reserves said computation resource when said negotiation succeeds.

11. The platform as claimed in claim 10, wherein said negotiation is conducted via a negotiation web service.

12. The platform as claimed in claim 1, further comprising a MapReduce programming model.

13. The platform as claimed in claim 12, wherein said MapReduce programming model is adapted for a .NET platform.

14. A grid of computing nodes in mutual data communication, each of said nodes comprising:

   a configurable service container executed at said respective node, said container comprising message dispatching, communication, network membership and persistence modules, and host pluggable service modules;

   wherein at least one of said containers includes a membership service module for maintaining network connectivity between said nodes, at least one of said containers includes a scheduler service module configured to receive one or more tasks from a client and schedule said tasks on at least one of said nodes, and at least one of said containers includes an executor service module for receiving one or more tasks from said scheduler service module, executing said tasks so received and returning at least one result to said scheduler service module.

15. The grid as claimed in claim 14, wherein said service modules support a selected programming model.

16. The grid as claimed in claim 14, wherein said service modules support a plurality of programming models.

17. The grid as claimed in claim 14, wherein a plurality of said computing nodes are executed on respective processor cores of a single processor.

18. The grid as claimed in claim 14, wherein said container includes security and logging modules.

19. The grid as claimed in claim 14, wherein at least one instance of said container includes more than one of said membership service module, said scheduler module and said executor module.

20. The grid as claimed in claim 14, wherein when executed at said nodes a plurality of instances of said container includes an executor module for executing tasks.

21. The grid as claimed in claim 14, wherein each node comprises a computing device, and wherein a single computing device comprises multiple nodes when the computing device has multiple processors or multiple processor cores.

22. The grid as claimed in claim 14, wherein services provided by said modules and said container are mutually independent.

23. A grid computing method for providing grid computing on a network of computing nodes in mutual data communication, said method comprising:

   executing a configurable service container at said nodes, said container comprising message dispatching, communication, network membership and persistence modules, and being adapted to host pluggable service modules;

   maintaining network connectivity between said nodes with a membership service module of at least one instance of said container;

   receiving one or more tasks from a client and scheduling said tasks on at least one of said nodes with a scheduler service module of at least one instance of said container;

   receiving one or more tasks from said scheduler service module, executing said tasks so received and returning at least one result to said scheduler service module with an executor service module of at least one instance of said container.

24. The method as claimed in claim 23, further comprising adapting said service modules to support a selected programming model, and executing said selected programming model.

25. The method as claimed in claim 23, further comprising adapting said service modules to support a plurality of programming models and executing said programming models.

26. The method as claimed in claim 23, further comprising adapting said service modules to support at least one parallel programming model and at least one distributed programming model.

27. The method as claimed in claim 23, wherein a plurality of said computing nodes comprise respective processor cores of a single processor.

28. The method as claimed in claim 23, further comprising checking availability of a computation resource on said nodes with an allocation manager service in response to a negotiation for said computation resource and reserving said computation resource with said allocation manager service when said negotiation succeeds.

29. The method as claimed in claim 28, further comprising conducting said negotiation via a negotiation web service.

30. The method as claimed in claim 23, further comprising providing a MapReduce programming model.
31. The method as claimed in claim 30, wherein said MapReduce programming model is adapted for a .NET platform.

32. A grid computing method for performing grid computing on a network of computing nodes in mutual data communication, said method comprising:

executing on each of said nodes a configurable service container executed at said respective node, said container comprising message dispatching, communication, network membership and persistence modules, and being adapted to host pluggable service modules;

wherein at least one of said containers includes a membership service module for maintaining network connectivity between said nodes, at least one of said containers includes a scheduler service module configured to receive one or more tasks from a client and schedule said tasks on at least one of said nodes, and at least one of said containers includes an executor service module for receiving one or more tasks from said scheduler service module, executing said tasks so received and returning at least one result to said scheduler service module.

33. (canceled)
34. (canceled)
35. (canceled)
36. (canceled)
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